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Abstract: Utah has a rich history related to air pollution; however, it is not widely known or documented. This is despite air quality being a top issue of public concern for the state’s urban residents and acute episodes that feature some of the world’s worst short-term particulate matter exposure. As we discuss in this narrative review, the relationship between air pollution and the state’s residents has changed over time, as fuel sources shifted from wood to coal to petroleum and natural gas. Air pollution rose in prominence as a public issue in the 1880s as Utah’s urban areas grew. Since then, scientific advances have increased the understanding of air quality impacts on human health, groups of concerned citizens worked to raise public awareness, policy makers enacted legislation to improve air quality, and courts upheld rights to clean air. Utah’s air quality future holds challenges and opportunities and can serve as useful case for other urbanizing regions struggling with air quality concerns. Population growth and changing climate will exacerbate current air quality trends, but economically viable clean energy technologies can be deployed to reduce air pollution, bringing substantial public health and economic benefits to the state’s residents and other settings with similar public health concerns.
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1. Introduction

_The city’s atmosphere can be cleared of smoke and grime, but not in a single day or year, not by a single group or group of persons, not by a single invention nor without efforts or price. There is nothing magical going to happen. It will take a properly guided, united and continued effort to solve the problem._

—George W. Snow, Chief of Salt Lake Bureau of Mechanical Inspections, 8 February 1917 [1].

In recent decades, degraded air quality ranked among the top concerns of Utahn residents who live along the rapidly urbanizing Wasatch Front (Figure 1) (e.g., [2]). Both social and ecological factors affect the state’s ability to mitigate the impacts of anthropogenic air pollution. Utah is situated in the arid, intermountain, western United States (U.S.) with major population centers located in northern topographic basins. Two-thirds of Utah’s population, roughly 2 million residents, live adjacent to the Wasatch Mountain range and the Great Salt Lake. Air pollutants are emitted almost entirely by local sources within Utah [3] and these topographic features exacerbate air quality events, leading this urbanizing region to regularly feature some of the worst short-term air pollution episodes in the world (e.g., [4]).

With air quality a dominant health risk of the 21st century (e.g., [5,6]), the prevalence of acute air pollution events in Utah presents significant challenges to public health, quality of life, and economic vitality. The impacts from poor air quality episodes on human health (e.g., respiratory, circulatory, cancer, mortality, etc.) are well documented [4,6,7], as are cascading economic impacts (e.g., health care costs, decreased worker productivity, etc.) [8,9].
and environmental impacts (e.g., O₃ injury to plants, viewshed impacts from haze, etc.) [10]. Moreover, recent scholarship documenting the impact of degraded air quality in Utahn’s quality of life, ranging from recess closures for children (e.g., [11]) to substituted outdoor recreation for adults (e.g., [12]), demonstrates the holistic impacts of air pollution on the wellness of state residents.

Figure 1. Map of the Wasatch Front and major Utah population centers. Note. The mountainous topography surrounding metropolitan areas exacerbates air quality challenges.

As we document in this narrative review, Utah’s struggles with poor air quality are not new. Recent digitization of newspaper articles and scientific reports increased the availability of historical accounts of how Utahns historically grappled with air pollution issues. The dominant narrative in U.S. air quality history focuses on eastern cities, such as Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Chicago, where coal combustion led to severe air quality issues, as well as Californian cities such as Los Angeles, where photochemical smog was the primary air quality issue [13]. However, drawing from resources recently made available,
we situate Utah’s important role in the national and international history of air pollution, focusing on scientific advances, public opinion, and policy responses from the mid-19th century to present day. In doing so, we discuss how this history informs the present understanding of air resource management in Utah, the success of regulatory and scientific advances in reducing air pollution events, and potential future efforts to mitigate poor air quality conditions in the rapidly urbanizing state. Our findings help forward not only technical solutions for other urban areas plagued by poor air quality, but also present structural and behavioral challenges and opportunities to pursue clean air and improve quality of life.

2. Materials and Methods

Here, we deploy a narrative review to understand the history of air quality in Utah, with a particular focus on northern urban centers along the Wasatch Front. Narrative reviews differ from other systematic review types, in part, as they are a qualitative synthesis of literatures from diverse fields without statistical analyses [14]. Additionally, they are useful in understanding the “historical account” of a topic (p. 755, [14]), such as the coupled human and natural system of air quality in Utah. Narrative reviews are becoming increasingly common in interdisciplinary scholarship (e.g., [15,16]), making them relevant to our use of various forms of data (i.e., newspaper articles, scientific manuscripts, policy statements, etc.) to illuminate the historical arc of the human relationship with air quality in Utah.

We conducted a keyword search-based literature review using the Utah Digital Newspaper Archive (https://digitalnewspapers.org/, accessed on 1 May 2020) for articles containing terms such as “air quality”, “smoke”, “nuisance”, “inversion”, “smog”, and “abatement”. We applied a snowballing search methodology using the references in the newspaper articles to identify and include peer-reviewed articles (e.g., primary research, reviews, commentaries), theses, government reports, online reports, and press releases. Each identified item was assessed for relevance by a member of the study team. This review is intended to cover the major events and public issues related to the history of air quality in Utah but is not meant to be an exhaustive account.

3. Results

3.1. 1800s to 1910s

Air quality has been an issue in Utah for as long as human residents have been combusting fuel. Early non-indigenous explorers in the 1800s noted how blue smoke from wood fires would hang in the Salt Lake Valley for extended periods of time [17]. Mormon pioneers settled in the Salt Lake Valley in 1847, and as they developed Salt Lake City, air pollution quickly became a persistent problem. One of the earliest notable comments about air pollution in Utah surfaced in 1860 from Brigham Young, the second president of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. In those days, homes were heated primarily with wood burning stoves, making adequate ventilation essential. As Young said:

*What constitutes health, wealth, joy, and peace? In the first place, good, pure air is the greatest sustainer of animal life. Other elements of life we can dispense with for a time, but this seems to be essential every moment; hence the necessity of well-ventilated dwelling houses—especially the rooms occupied for sleeping.* [18]

Young’s focus on the importance of indoor air quality preceded the science that would corroborate it. Even today, there is a continued international focus on the indoor air quality impacts from burning natural gas for home cooking and the need for adequate ventilation [19].

By the late 1800s, coal became the dominant fuel for factories and home heating both in Utah and nationally (Figure 2). Although Utah’s population of 200,000 was smaller than the Wasatch Front’s approximately 2 million residents today, unregulated emissions and inefficient combustion created a persistent “smoke nuisance” [20]. The direct health impacts of air quality were not well known at the time, but there was an understanding that
the smoke nuisance degraded the cleanliness of the air and caused other socioeconomic impacts, particularly from soot particles falling from the air, soiling clothing and affecting outdoor markets that sold furniture, fruit, groceries, and other products. There was even an understanding that ambient air pollution from outside the home penetrated into homes and affected indoor air quality [20,21].

Published commentary advocating how to address air pollution in the late 1800s is not wholly dissimilar from certain attitudes existent in the state today [24]. One preference was for private industry to take initiative to reduce emissions and avoid regulation. For example, a Deseret Evening News editorial in 1881 stated:

Salt Lake is beginning to suffer in some degree from the effects of the smoke nuisance, and judging from the dense clouds which arise especially in the evening in the central part of the city, we are of the opinion that the time is not far distant when some municipal regulation will have to be adopted and enforced here—as elsewhere—to abate it. But would it not just as well for those whose business is such as to require the use of coal in large quantities, to look about for some remedy for excessive smoke, of their own volition, and thus avoid the necessity of declaring their works a public nuisance? We think so and throw out the suggestion in kindness [25].

However, at that time, low-emission technologies were not available, and efforts to address inefficient combustion of coal were nascent. As the population continued to grow and the air pollution problem became worse, focus turned to municipal ordinances to control emissions.

The first legislative effort focused on improving air quality in Utah was a Salt Lake City municipal ordinance mandating the installation of emission control devices (“smoke consumers”) on large furnaces in 1891 [26,27]. These devices were designed to control the rate that coal was added to the boiler to optimize combustion efficiency since incomplete combustion caused excess “smoke” air pollution. Since this ordinance was introduced five
years before Utah became the 45th state in the United States of America, in 1896, and Utah continues to have air pollution challenges today, with several counties in nonattainment for National Ambient Air Quality Standards, it is fair to say poor air quality has been a permanent fixture in Utah for the entire history of the state.

Today, there is an understanding that wintertime air pollution is exacerbated by multi-day temperature inversions that last several days to weeks and trap emissions near the surface [28,29]; however, in the late 1800s, that phenomenon was not understood. Instead, there was a basic understanding of the interaction between topography and meteorology. Urban planners of the time recognized that if a factory was located at the mouth of one of the canyons adjacent to Salt Lake City, the emissions from the factory would be transported through the city and worsen air pollution issues; thus, factories were built west of the Jordan River that defines the topographic low point within the Salt Lake Valley [30]. These urban planning decisions in the 1890s reverberate to the present day since the commercial and industrial infrastructure generally remain in the same location over a century later. Areas of the city near industrial facilities were then the focus of redlining practices in the 1930s, dictating where racial minorities lived. These demographic patterns persist today contribute to modern environmental justice challenges [31].

The same 1893 article that discussed the location of factories also articulated an important value system that appears throughout Utah’s history, stating:

Factories that blacken the city with smoke can be as much a detriment as they are an advantage, for Salt Lake has as much to expect from the increase she will receive from persons who will select it as their residence on account of its pure air and cleanliness as it has to gain from factories. [30]

This desire to balance economic development with environmental stewardship is present throughout Utah’s history across all aspects of society, including activists, regulators, academics, stakeholders, and policy makers. A recent example is Governor Spencer Cox’s OneUtah Roadmap that incorporates sustainable growth that addresses air quality and climate change as part of the state’s overall economic advancement strategy [32].

Smelting and refining of ores in the Salt Lake Valley from nearby mines began in the 1900s, with the first copper smelter opening in Murray in 1899, and several more opening in the following years. These early smelters featured no pollution controls and emitted toxic smoke that included lead, arsenic, and sulfur dioxide. In the years that followed, crops near the smelters began to die and farmers blamed the “smelter smut” for causing these crop failures. Farmers eventually sued the smelter owners and federal courts forced the smelters to process ore with less than 10% sulfur content and prevented them from emitting arsenic [33]. In the aftermath of the court decision, several of the smelters moved to the less-populous Tooele Valley, and efforts to address toxic air emissions led to several innovations [34]: specifically, filters installed at the smelting factories collected lead, arsenic, and other solid particles that were then processed into chemical products and sold. Smelter owners also funded research into farming practices that examined how crops responded to sunlight, fertilizer, watering, etc. This latter effort, in part, was design to discredit farmers, who they accused of “smoke farming”, i.e., suing smelters instead of growing crops [35] (Figure 3).
By 1912, dozens of cities across the country were passing ordinances targeted at improving air quality [13,36]. Salt Lake City was no exception, and by that point passed several ordinances that imposed fines or hired inspectors to suggest efficiency improvements at factories [37–39]. There was also a growing recognition that air pollution would affect tourism [40]. The Salt Lake Telegram published an in-depth six-part series about air quality that discussed impacts on health, economics, and ecosystems:

> Aside from the immense cost of smoke to the owners of the plants which make it—a cost represented in needless coal bills—the national smoke bill represents millions of dollars of economic waste to the public at large. The blighting influence of a municipal smoke pall on the health of a community alone might justify its abatement, for it has been shown at home and abroad that smoky cities are cities with high death rates from all bronchial and pulmonary diseases. [41]
In the following years, efforts to improve air quality saw sustained community interest. Several women’s groups banded together to form a “Smoke Abatement League” to assist in public education efforts and lobby for regulations [42–44]. The Smoke Abatement League gathered information about how cities were reducing emissions from across the country and printed 7000 leaflets that they distributed across the city [45,46].

3.2. Air Quality Research (1910s–1920s)

In 1914, the University of Utah began to officially study air pollution. The 1914 Utah Legislature established the Metallurgical department and began a collaboration with the U.S. Bureau of Mines to investigate how low-grade coal contributed to air pollution. The research partnership investigated methods of processing soft coal into a “fool proof” fuel that did not produce smoke when it was burned [47]. The Bureau of Mines also became involved in air quality abatement campaigns and studies with an overall objective to increase efficiency and prevent waste in the utilization of mineral resources throughout the U.S. Salt Lake City was chosen as a demonstration city for this effort. Osborne Monnett, the head of the project, noted after he arrived that “in no other city of the country has the smoke problem been attacked with the vigor shown in this campaign” [48].

One aspect of this effort was to determine if smelters located 8–16 miles away from Salt Lake City contributed a disproportionate amount to the poor air quality in the city. Samples of sulfur dioxide (SO\textsubscript{2}) were collected around the city and at various times of day. The highest concentrations of SO\textsubscript{2} were located in the business district of the city, not downwind of the nearby smelters [49]. Another popular hypothesis at the time was that SO\textsubscript{2} emitted from smelters created a “heavy blanket which prevents the smoke from rising”. That a gas could create a blanket above the city to prevent atmospheric mixing “seemed untenable” to St. John Perrot, but he tested this hypothesis by collecting SO\textsubscript{2} samples from several altitudes with a biplane [50] (Figure 4). Only three samples were collected, but each demonstrated that there was not a high concentration layer of SO\textsubscript{2} over the city that prevented vertical mixing. While there was an understanding at the time that wintertime pollution episodes were associated with low wind speeds, it would be several decades before it was widely understood that the vertical temperature profile of the atmosphere during inversions was responsible for the lack of mixing in the atmosphere and buildup of pollutants [51–53].

The study concluded in the following year and several reports were issued. Total suspended particles (TSP) as high as 2500 µg/m\textsuperscript{3} were measured in the early 1920s, which would be considered “hazardous” by today’s federal air quality standards [54]. Additionally, enamel pails were used as passive samplers to measure soot deposition of 300 to 1000 t/mi\textsuperscript{2} in the residential and industrial districts, respectively, during the winter heating season. About 30–50 percent of the soot fall was combustible, indicating that much of it resulted from incomplete combustion and represented wasted energy resources. In December 1919 and January 1920, SO\textsubscript{2} concentrations in Salt Lake City averaged 150 ppb, with the highest measurement being 800 ppb, which is far higher than today’s federal air quality SO\textsubscript{2} standard of 75 ppb and typical observations of approximately 1 ppb.

At that time, there was also a growing understanding of the ways that air pollution was affecting human health, particularly in connection with tuberculosis and pneumonia [55]. The first systematic inventory of large point sources concluded that the large heating and industrial plants in the business district were a key contributor to the air quality issues [56]. The interventions and technological approaches to improving air quality at this time were still focused on burning fuel without visible smoke. A scientific concept that was not understand at the time was that pollutants such as particulate matter could be formed from secondary chemical reactions of gaseous precursor species and that coal combustion, even if performed efficiently, was still contributing to air pollution [57]. Despite this lack of understanding, Monnett and his colleague’s effort concluded that air quality problems would persist while soft coal was used for domestic heating. So, when natural gas was introduced into the Salt Lake Valley in 1930, there was optimism that its usage would
improve air quality conditions, and the natural gas industry began promoting its usage to improve local air quality as compared to coal combustion [54,58] (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Photo of G. St. John Perrot and the sampling flasks used in the first aircraft sampling campaign to study SLC’s air pollution, Salt Lake Tribune, 10 November 1919, digitalnewspapers.org [50].
During the economic challenges of the Great Depression, public attention on air quality issues declined, but the problem persisted. Jobs for air quality monitoring of point sources were created as part of the New Deal Works Projects Administration (WPA) program in Salt Lake City [59]. Interest was renewed in 1941 when Salt Lake City again considered new smoke ordinances modeled after a program in St. Louis, Missouri. For 30 days, the Salt Lake Telegram published daily air quality reports under the title “Today’s Smoke” [60] (Figure 6). In addition, the Telegram published the time series of 13 years of daily Ringelmann chart observations from the Smoke Abatement Division that began after the major studies of the 1920s [61] (Figure 7). After some debate, regulations were passed that went into effect on 1 October 1941. Shortly thereafter, on 7 December 1941, the attack on Pearl Harbor occurred and the country mobilized for WWII.

During the war, air quality regulations were relaxed in favor of increasing production capacity and public attention to air quality once again receded. Throughout this period, visibility was tracked at the Salt Lake Airport and used as a proxy for visible air pollution in the winter months (November–February). A retrospective analysis of winter visibility conditions suggested that air quality worsened significantly during the war years in the 1940s but improved markedly after WWII was over [53] (Figure 8). For example, soot deposition from coal combustion was 83 t/mi² in 1942–1943 and decreased to 22 t/mi² in 1957 [62].
During the war, air quality regulations were relaxed in favor of increasing production. After WWII concluded and through the 1950s, there was a substantial decrease in coal consumption as homes and industries transitioned from coal usage to natural gas.

After WWII concluded and through the 1950s, there was a substantial decrease in coal consumption as homes and industries transitioned from coal usage to natural gas.
(Figure 2). However, while air pollution from coal combustion was declining, a new air quality problem was emerging: vehicle emissions were unregulated. In large population centers in the western U.S. that featured abundant sunshine and reliance on personal vehicles for transportation (e.g., Los Angeles), severe levels of photochemical smog became a serious issue. This led to several U.S. states forming air quality control agencies. This time period also saw several high-profile, high-mortality air pollution episodes associated with wintertime inversions and industrial pollution such as in Meuse Valley, Belgium in 1930 [63]; Donora, Pennsylvania in 1948 [64,65]; and the London “fog” event in 1952 [66]. These high-profile events and action across several states led the federal government to pass the Air Pollution Control Act of 1955. This act provided technical assistance for state air pollution control boards and funding for the U.S. Public Health Service to study the health impacts of air pollution, but did not impose regulations on emissions. In 1959, the California Motor Vehicle Control Board set the first vehicle emissions standards to control nitrogen oxide (NO\textsubscript{x}) emissions that took effect in 1963 model year vehicles.

Back in Utah, the role of persistent wintertime atmospheric stratification events (“inversions”) that exacerbated air quality issues along the Wasatch Front began to be studied and understood. This was first explored in 1947 [52], but it was not until daily radiosondes began launching in 1956 that it was extensively studied [51,53]. It was noted that local inversions were often accompanied by high pressure aloft, which could persist for 2–3 weeks at a time and during these extended time periods, air pollutants would accumulate. Research on how inversions play a key role in exacerbating air quality conditions has continued through the present day and is the focus of upcoming projects [28,29,67].

In the early 1960s, Representative David King called for a major assessment of the air resources in the Utah that was submitted to the Legislature in 1962 [62]. The report summarized the history of air pollution to date, described the latest understanding of how topography and meteorology contributed to air pollution, how population growth was contributing to the issue, specific pollutants, and what efforts were being made to further study and address the issue. Some of the focus at the time was related to exposure to nuclear fallout, and monitoring stations were being installed accordingly. The report concluded by finding a lack of continuous measurements of air pollutants taken with standardized procedures and recommended that additional systematic measurements take place in Utah. In response to this report, the Utah Legislature codified air pollution as a public nuisance and made it a misdemeanor to create air pollution injurious to human life, plants, animals, or property [68]. The air pollution control law was updated significantly in 1967 with the passage of the Air Conservation Act that created the Air Conservation Committee within the State Department of Health and empowering it in control, abatement, and prevention of air pollution [69], which formed the foundation of what today is the Division of Air Quality.

Throughout the 1960s, air quality and meteorology research continued by, for example, deploying new air quality measurement sites [70,71], studying impacts on health and ecosystems [72,73], and developing better understanding of inversions [74]. Private companies were also working to install pollution control devices [75], and discussion began about how electric cars could help to mitigate air pollution [76] (Figure 9). A conference on Air Quality was held in 1969 at the University of Utah, sponsored by the Utah Air Conservation Committee, women’s civic groups, researchers, and legislators [77]. Throughout this time, however, problems with air pollution persisted.

### 3.4. The Federal Regulatory Framework (1970s)

The dawn of the federal air quality regulatory era began in 1970 with an amendment of the Clean Air Act, which created the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA established the first National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) to protect public health and welfare in 1971. Around the same time, the EPA conducted a series of epidemiologic studies, known as the Community Health and Environmental Surveillance System (CHESS), and the Wasatch Front was one of six urban regions selected for the
The CHESS studies had several methodological and operational problems, which were discovered in part by comparing the EPA CHESS air quality data against data collected by the Utah Division of Health. These issues spurred a U.S. congressional investigation and after several years led to major improvements in EPA measurement and quality control procedures [79].

In 1967 with the passage of the Air Conservation Act that created the Air Conservation Committee within the State Department of Health and empowering it to control, abate, and prevent air pollution [69], which formed the foundation of what today is the Division of Air Quality.

Throughout the 1960s, air quality and meteorology research continued by, for example, deploying new air quality measurement sites [70,71], studying impacts on health and ecosystems [72,73], and developing a better understanding of inversions [74]. Private companies were also working to install pollution control devices [75], and discussion began about how electric cars could help to mitigate air pollution [76] (Figure 9). A conference on Air Quality was held in 1969 at the University of Utah, sponsored by the Utah Air Conservation Committee, women’s civic groups, researchers, and legislators [77].

Throughout this time, however, problems with air pollution persisted.

Figure 9. Editorial discussing how electric vehicles could improve air quality along the Wasatch Front, Davis County Clipper, 18 November 1966, digitalnewspapers.org [76].

While the CHESS saga unfolded on the federal stage, the Utah Division of Health used their own monitoring data to evaluate compliance with the new NAAQS in a report on “Utah Health Facts” [80]. This report found widespread exceedances for total suspended particles (TSP), sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$), carbon monoxide (CO), oxidants (primarily ozone, O$_3$), and nitrogen oxides (NO$_x$) (Table 1). Although the NAAQS thresholds for each pollutant became more stringent over time as air quality impacts became better understood, the number of exceedances in 1970 demonstrate that air quality conditions were far worse than they are today. The report discussed ways in which Utah could achieve compliance with air quality standards but noted that several factors were beyond Utah’s control; some of the TSP exceedances were caused by natural dust storms, and exceedances of CO and NO$_x$ were due to vehicle emissions regulated at the federal level. Air quality research in Utah continued to increase in the 1970s, with at least 26 active research projects across a wide range of disciplines being active in 1972 [81].

The potential influence of dust storms on TSP was particularly important for Utah. At that time, there were several competing methods to measure particulate pollution. In the United Kingdom, the “smoke shade” method collected particles on filter paper and then examined their optical properties to establish the level of “black smoke” (BS). A similar technique used in the U.S. measured the “coefficient of haze” (CoH). These devices utilized pumps with a low flow rate that biased the measurements towards smaller particles [82,83] and are analogous to modern black carbon measurements [84,85]. These instruments were
originally devised as a way to quantify subjective smoke density observations, but in the U.S. there was a desire to use the TSP method since it was thought to be a more objective technique. The TSP measurement method used a high-volume sampler with much higher flow rates that collected nearly all suspended particles, including a large range of particle sizes up to 60 µm in diameter, or about the same diameter as human hair [79]. However, these large particles can be filtered out by the body’s defense mechanisms in the nose, mouth, and upper respiratory tracts and, while irritable, do not cause the same kinds of substantial health effects that smaller particles cause. These deficiencies and differing approaches led to disagreements within the epidemiology community, with some scientists supporting strong standards and other scientists supported by the American Iron and Steel Institute arguing that the research was inconclusive about the health risks of low concentrations of particulates [82,86,87]. Utah was caught in the middle of this controversy since many of the TSP exceedances were from natural dust storms and, since there was uncertainty about the health impacts, there was not a strong focus on addressing particulate pollution [80].

Table 1. Performance on federal air quality standards in Utah, 1970 [80].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>Avg. Time</th>
<th>NAAQS of 1970</th>
<th>No. of Exceedances in 1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>24 h Primary</td>
<td>260 µg m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>24 h Secondary</td>
<td>150 µg m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$</td>
<td>24 h Primary</td>
<td>140 ppb</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$</td>
<td>24 h Secondary</td>
<td>100 ppb</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$</td>
<td>3 h</td>
<td>500 ppb</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>8 h</td>
<td>9 ppm</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>35 ppm</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidants</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>80 ppb</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_x$</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>50 ppb</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 TSP = total suspended particles, 2 oxidants primarily refer to ozone, 3 NO$_x$ = nitrogen oxides (NO + NO$_2$).

To investigate the health impacts of smaller particles, the EPA created a new monitoring network called the Inhalable Particulate Network (IPN) in 1979 that eventually spread to 157 cities [88,89]. The IPN deployed several new instruments, one of them being a dichotomous sampler that measured the mass of aerosols in two size fractions: fine particulate matter with a diameter smaller than 2.5 µm (PM$_{2.5}$), thought to be derived primarily from combustion processes, and coarse particulate matter with a diameter of 2.5–15 µm. When added together, they yielded the mass of all particles smaller than 15 µm (PM$_{15}$). In 1981, based on recommendations from the scientific community, the size of the coarse fraction was changed to 2.5–10 µm to obtain measurements of PM$_{10}$.

The IPN initially hosted two sites in Utah, one at the Salt Lake City Health Department (6 South, 200 East), and one in Magna, UT (Brockbank Jr. high school). Only the Salt Lake City site was equipped with the new dichotomous sampler, so these were the first measurements of PM$_{2.5}$ collected in Utah [90] (Figure 10). These 24 h average measurements were laborious, so they were only collected every sixth day. Based on the current 24 h PM$_{2.5}$ NAAQS of 35 µg m$^{-3}$, the winter of 1981–1982 exceeded this level on at least four days. If we assume that the sampling strategy of once every sixth day was representative of conditions that winter, it indicates that concentrations exceeded that level on about 24 days. This number of days is approximately equivalent to the 18 exceedances per winter that were found in the decade after regular measurements of PM$_{2.5}$ began in Salt Lake City in 1998 [29].
The first measurements of fine particulate matter (PM$_{2.5}$) in Utah in the Inhalable Particulate Network (IPN) [90]. Measurements are 24 h averages made every sixth day. Dashed line indicates the current 24 h PM$_{2.5}$ National Ambient Air Quality Standard.


The 1980s–1990s were a critical time for air quality in Utah. Data from the IPN were leading to an increased awareness of the impact of particulates on health, but it was the Geneva Steel case study that shocked the scientific community and once again thrust Utah onto the global scientific stage. These scientific advances then led to increased regulatory scrutiny, and industrial polluters sought to spread disinformation about the scientific findings to delay the implementation of regulations. Meanwhile, sustained public dissatisfaction with air quality and exceedances of federal air quality standards led the Utah state government to explore state-level efforts to address air pollution. All these events occurred simultaneously, but since each of them have their own historical narrative arc, we discuss each in turn.

3.5.1. Scientific Advances

In the 1980s, a natural experiment at the Geneva Steel plant in Provo, UT, demonstrated the significant health impacts of particulate air pollution [91,92]. The Geneva plant was a large industrial source of air pollution, which was the focus of air quality concerns for some time (e.g., [62,93,94]). Nearby monitoring of Total Suspended Particles began in the early 1960s, and PM$_{10}$ was added in April 1985 [95]. On 1 August 1986, a labor strike forced the steel plant to shut down for 13 months. When it reopened on 1 September 1987, there was a resumption of emissions from the smokestack [96] (Figure 11). In the following months, there were near daily complaints in the Provo Daily Herald about the pollution from the plant, contrasted with plant workers and industry lobbyists who claimed that the pollution was not that bad and the jobs provided by the plant were more important than any potential health impacts from pollution (e.g., [97–99]). The strike and plant closure allowed for a comparison of health outcomes during the winter season when the plant was shut down and the winter seasons before and after. The design of this natural experiment controlled for many of the typical confounding variables in health studies, such as smoking, weight, and physical activity, by using the same population of the same city in a different year as comparison. The results showed that bronchitis and asthma hospital admissions for preschool-age children in Provo were approximately twice as frequent in the winters when the steel mill was operating versus the winter when it was idled [95,100]. This startling result demonstrated the considerable health impacts from particulate pollution and set the stage for a series of influential scientific studies.
Figure 11. Restarting the Geneva steel mill after a 13-month closure due to a labor strike caused an increase in pollution, Provo Daily Herald, 13 September 1987, digitalnewspapers.org. Note: Reprinted with permission from [96]. 1987, Ryan Christner.
Building on the Geneva Steel case study, Pope joined a team of researchers at the EPA and Harvard University examining health impacts of particulate pollution across multiple cities. In what became known as the “Harvard Six Cities” study, the team examined the measurements from the IPN network in six cities with sufficiently long records (5–8 years) and found a robust linear relationship between PM$_{2.5}$ and mortality after controlling for confounding variables [101] (Salt Lake City was not included in this study because it only collected one year of PM$_{2.5}$ data from the IPN (Figure 10)). This was a groundbreaking result because the relationship between mortality and PM$_{2.5}$ was so clear, even at low concentrations typically found in cities. Even the investigators were skeptical of the strength of the relationship between PM$_{2.5}$ and mortality, so Pope sought a way to replicate the results with a broader population data set. He collaborated with investigators working on the American Cancer Society (ACS) Cancer Prevention Study II (CPS-II) that had long patient history records to compare the IPN data to health outcomes for 500,000 people across 151 cities. The results of this study confirmed the relationship between fine particulate and mortality in the six cities study [102]. This pair of studies demonstrated how important minimizing fine particulates was for public health and they have since become some of the most cited publications in the field of air pollution research [103]. Additionally, this pair of studies set off protracted struggles over particulate matter regulations between industry, public health advocates, scientists, and regulators that continue to the present day.

3.5.2. Regulatory Advances

The Clean Air Act requires the EPA to re-evaluate the NAAQS for each pollutant every five years based on the latest scientific knowledge. The original 1970 particulate standard was based on TSP, but given the methodological and epidemiological questions about TSP, it was not until 1987 that the TSP standard was changed to PM$_{10}$. In 1992, despite the new research on particulates being published by Pope and others, the EPA declined to conduct its five-year review of the standard and the American Lung Association thus sued the EPA in 1994. The American Lung Association won their lawsuit, and the court ordered the EPA to review the standard by 1997. Based on the new scientific findings of the importance of fine particulate matter (PM$_{2.5}$) on public health, the EPA created a new standard for PM$_{2.5}$ in addition to the existing PM$_{10}$ standard. Industrial trade organizations then sued to prevent the standards from being implemented; the cases worked their way up through U.S. courts until, in 2001, the Supreme Court unanimously decided that the EPA had the authority to establish the standards and the agency had a suitable approach for determining the standards. The Supreme Court remanded the remaining issues to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeal, which rejected all remaining challenges to the PM$_{2.5}$ standards in 2002 and determined that the standards were not “arbitrary and capricious”. A more comprehensive account of the legal conflict at the national level can be found elsewhere [13,91].

3.5.3. Disinformation

Facing tighter regulations, industry trade groups mounted disinformation campaigns questioning the health impacts of particulate pollution by using techniques similar to those employed by tobacco and fossil fuel companies [104,105]. These efforts are well documented at the national level [91,106], but events in Utah are not as widely documented. A few months after the publication of the Geneva Steel case study in the summer of 1989, the Utah Air Conservation Committee met to discuss the State Implementation Plan to gain compliance with the PM$_{10}$ NAAQS. To cast doubt about the scientific findings, Geneva Steel hired Dr. Steven Lamm, an epidemiologist associated with John Hopkins and Georgetown University, to reanalyze the Geneva Steel case study data [107]. Lamm examined the data for a few weeks, and instead of submitting his analysis for peer review, he held a press conference where he presented his claims publicly to create the appearance of scientific disagreement and inject Geneva’s desired narrative into newspaper articles [108,109]. Lamm claimed that a respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) caused the variation in pediatric respiratory hospital admissions, not variations in PM$_{10}$ from the Geneva plant. This was despite the
fact that Pope’s analysis controlled for effects like this by examining hospital admissions in several cities across Utah that would have had similar levels of RSV [100]. Lamm did eventually submit his analysis for peer review several months later, but the very short paper was not published until 1994, five years after Lamm held his press conference [110]. In the intervening years, a large body of research was published linking fine particulates to a wide range of health impacts, including hospitalizations, lung function, respiratory symptoms, school absences, and mortality [111–117]. That said, the disinformation effort to create misleading news coverage had the desired effect of creating an artificial controversy that muddled public understanding of the health impacts of air quality in Utah for years (e.g., [118,119]).

3.5.4. State Initiatives in Utah

While the science of air pollution was advancing and conflicts between regulators and industries were playing out in Utah, the state government was working on its own air quality initiatives in response to sustained public pressure and the continued violation of federal air quality standards. In 1989, Governor Norman Bangerter created the Governor’s Clean Air Commission (GCAC) composed of community leaders, elected officials, and industry leaders along the Wasatch Front to develop a plan for Utah to address its air quality concerns. The GCAC was organized into five working groups (energy utilization, industry, socioeconomic, technology assessment, and transportation) that each released a report in 1990, and then the final report of 146 legislative and budget recommendations was released in 1991 [120,121]. The Energy Utilization working group report noted that Utah was growing rapidly in terms of population, households, jobs, and vehicles, all of which would create additional air pollution in the coming decades. Given the underlying growth assumptions, the working group outlined three overall policy options for Utah to address air pollution: (1) allow air pollution to increase, (2) meet federal air quality standards, or (3) reduce pollution levels significantly below federal standards.

The first option was not considered viable because of significant public concern about air pollution and because Utah was already exceeding the NAAQS, violating federal law. The second option would take substantial work to achieve and was viewed as the most feasible path; however, the committee also explored what it would take to achieve the third option. In their exploration of approaches to reduce pollution levels significantly below federal standards, they noted that there were economic, technical, legal/regulatory, socioeconomic, and political barriers, and significant tradeoffs would be necessary to significantly improve air quality. It was determined by the group that, at the time, there were no technical or economically viable solutions available to dramatically improve air quality. Governor Bangerter discussed the need to strike a balance between environmental issues and economic development [122]. In the final report, the priority policy recommendations from the GCAC to meet federal air quality standards included recommendations to reduce wood burning, incentivize clean vehicles, improve vehicle emissions inspections, fund public education programs, and improve emission inventories [121]. Three decades later, despite substantial progress, these same policies continue to be state priorities to address air pollution and meet federal air quality standards.

3.6. Air Quality and the New Millennium

In the 30 years since the GCAC report was written, meteorological modeling has advanced dramatically and new air quality concerns, such as in Utah’s Uinta basin, surfaced [123–125]. One ongoing scientific question concerns the formation of fine particulates during wintertime inversions resulting from complex interactions of meteorology, emission sources, and atmospheric chemistry. A future field campaign using an aircraft to examine the atmospheric chemistry during inversions is planned for the coming years [67], https://atmos.utah.edu/aquarius/index.php (accessed on 1 May 2022). Incidentally, this field campaign would come ~100 years after the St. John Perrot’s first aircraft field campaign to study air pollution during inversion conditions.
Meanwhile, growing scientific evidence of the health impacts from air quality led to tightening federal air quality standards and to increased public awareness. Nationally, the initial PM$_{2.5}$ NAAQS of 65 µg m$^{-3}$, averaged over 24 h, was introduced in 1997. Upon further data collection and analysis, the 24 h standard was lowered to 35 µg m$^{-3}$ in 2006. After a delay and change in administration, the standard was implemented in 2009, and Salt Lake and Davis counties as well as portions of Cache, Weber, Box Elder, Tooele, and Utah counties were found to be out of compliance with the 24 h PM$_{2.5}$ NAAQS [126].

This official designation of “moderate” nonattainment triggered the State Implementation Planning (SIP) process requiring Utah to plan for reducing emissions to meet federal PM$_{2.5}$ standards. It also raised public awareness of the issue; in 2014, a survey of public opinion found that air quality was the third highest priority for Utahns but ranked last in terms of the state’s performance on priorities [2]. In the winter during these years, there were frequent, large rallies for clean air at the Utah state capitol (e.g., [127]) (Figure 12). By 2015, Utah still did not meet the 24 h standard and several areas were reclassified as “serious” nonattainment, triggering further action to reduce emissions. Finally, in 2019, Utah had a three-year period with measurements just below the 24 h PM$_{2.5}$ NAAQS [128]. This is likely due to reduced emissions that contribute to PM$_{2.5}$ but might also be due to frequent winter storms and a lack of extended inversion conditions over several years. The EPA is currently reevaluating the PM$_{2.5}$ NAAQS based on extensive studies showing the health impacts of particulate pollution (e.g., [129]) and, if the standards are lowered, Utah will once again be out of compliance with federal air quality standards.

The other major air pollutant of concern in Utah in recent decades is ozone. Ozone is a secondary pollutant that forms when VOCs (volatile organic compounds) and nitrogen oxides (NO and NO$_2$, a.k.a. NO$_x$) combine in the presence of ultraviolet sunlight. Similar
to PM$_{2.5}$, the NAAQS for ozone tightened as the scientific evidence for health impacts grew. The standards were 80 ppb (averaged over 8 h) in 1997 and were lowered to 75 ppb in 2008 and 70 ppb in 2015. At the current standard, Salt Lake and Davis counties as well as portions of Weber, Tooele, Utah, Uintah, and Duchesne counties are out of compliance and the state is designated as “moderate” for compliance with federal ozone standards [130].

There are several factors contributing to high ozone concentrations in Utah today. Local emissions of NO$_x$ and VOCs from fossil fuel combustion constitute a primary factor affecting urban and rural areas downwind of metropolitan regions [131]. In addition, in recent decades, atmospheric methane has increased globally, and the long-range transport of ozone precursors from fossil fuel combustion in Asia is contributing to higher levels of background ozone [132,133]. As temperatures warm from the changing climate, the chemical reactions forming ozone will also speed up, leading to higher ozone concentrations. Lastly, precursors in wildfire smoke can form ozone, and increasing wildfires in the western U.S. will also contribute to increasing ozone trends in Utah [134,135].

Utah’s unique topography also contributes to elevated ozone in two relatively unusual ways. First, lake breezes along the Great Salt Lake lead to elevated ozone in the urban areas bordering the lake [136,137]. This process has been documented by field campaigns for discrete time periods but the frequency and climatology of elevated ozone lake breezes contributing to exceeding NAAQS have not been investigated along the Wasatch Front. Second, unusually elevated ozone was discovered in 2009 to occur in the Uinta basin in the wintertime [125]. Ozone was typically only monitored in the summertime when ultraviolet radiation and warm temperatures contribute to typical ozone formation conditions. However, a station in the Uinta basin was left on over the 2009–2010 winter and recorded 8 h average ozone concentrations of ~120 ppb, far higher than those typically observed along the Wasatch Front in the summertime of ~75 ppb. The Utah Division of Air Quality and teams of researchers studied this phenomenon in subsequent years, finding that exceptionally high VOC concentrations from oil and gas operations are trapped near the surface by strong thermal inversions, and then reflective snow on the ground increases UV radiation that then produces elevated ozone concentrations [123]. Studies of this phenomenon are ongoing.

3.7. The Future of Air Quality in Utah

The future of air quality in Utah will be dictated by how the state responds to several challenges and opportunities. Utah has one of the fastest growing populations in the U.S. and the population is projected to increase by 66% by 2060, putting upward pressure on emissions with more vehicles, buildings, and commercial or industrial activities. In addition, the changing climate is expected to exacerbate air quality conditions by increasing ozone concentrations, particulates from wildfire smoke, and windblown dust from drying lake beds (as well as many other climate impacts unrelated to air quality) [138]. Despite these challenges, there is enormous potential to address air pollution as we are currently in the middle of a rapid energy and economic transition away from fossil fuel-based energy towards renewable and zero-emission energy sources. This transition is being driven by energy innovation and a rapid decline in prices over the past decade that is expected to continue (e.g., [139–143]).

In addition to the technical and environmental aspects, there is growing interest among policy makers to structurally tackle these challenges. In 2018, the Utah Legislature adopted a resolution on environmental and economic stewardship, committing to use sound science to reduce emissions that are contributing to the changing climate and air pollution [144]. The Legislature then requested a report from the University of Utah’s Kem Gardner Policy Institute outlining a roadmap for the state to reduce emissions. The “Utah Roadmap: Positive Solutions on Climate and Air Quality” recommended seven mileposts for the state government to take to address these challenges in the coming decades [145]. This approach has gained broad support among leaders from business, government, faith, and civic institutions across Utah [146].
It is notable how different the situation is from any time since the 1880s, when there were not technically, economically, or politically viable solutions available to significantly improve air quality. Today, the balance between environmental stewardship and economic development has shifted and technically, economically, and politically viable solutions are available that present a historic opportunity to lower air pollution to near background levels in the coming decades. Doing this would have enormous public health and economic benefits and would protect Utah from any future tightening of federal air quality standards.

4. Conclusions

Air quality has had an important and storied legacy in Utah, affecting many aspects of society. Scientific studies in Utah and by Utahn scientists have substantially contributed to the scientific understanding of air quality. The dominant pollution sources changed over time with changes in the production and combustion of fuels used for energy and the state’s unique topography of high mountain basins and lakes that exacerbate air quality conditions. In response to regulations and public pressure (Figure 12), policies to improve air quality were implemented based on the best available scientific information and the economically and technically viable solutions available. These policies have improved air quality over time, and although Utah still exceeds federal air quality standards, air quality today is likely better than at any time since the late 19th century. The coming decades present a unique opportunity to substantially improve air quality since clean energy technologies are economically viable and are being rapidly deployed. At the same time, many scientific advances will be made and the societal benefits of clean air will become clearer. If Utah harnesses innovation and leadership, the future of air quality will be bright.
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